




I certify that I have been made aware of Inova Health System’s Notice of Privacy Practices and

that I have a right to receive a copy upon request. This Notice describes the type of uses and

disclosures of my protected health information that might occur during my treatment, to facilitate

the payment of my bills or in the performance of Inova Health System’s health care operations. The

Notice also describes my rights and Inova Health System’s duties with respect to my protected

health information. I understand that copies of the Notice of Privacy Practices are available in the

registration areas of each facility and on Inova Health System’s web site at www.inova.org. I may

request that a copy be mailed to me by calling 703-204-3342.

Inova Health System reserves the right to change the privacy practices that are described in the

Notice of Privacy Practices. I may obtain a revised Notice of Privacy Practices by calling the

above number and requesting a revised copy be mailed to me, by asking for one at the time of my

next appointment, or by accessing Inova Health System’s web site listed above to view the most

current version.

SIGNATURE OF PATIENT OR PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE

NAME OF PATIENT OR PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE

DATE

DESCRIPTION OF PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE’S AUTHORITY

PATIENT IDENTIFICATION

INOVA HEALTH SYSTEM

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF

NOTICE OF PRIVACY PRACTICES

CAT #84498 / R032103

PKGS OF 100 MR 32-06





 
 

Cancellation Policy 
 
In order for us to deliver care in the most efficient and effective way, we ask that you 
inform us if you are unable to attend your appointment.   
 
We reserve the right to charge a $42 fee for any scheduled appointment that is: 

1. Cancelled with less than 24-hour notice 
2. Missed (no-show) without advanced notice  
3. Cancelled due to late arrival (15 minutes or more). A decision to keep the 

appointment or cancel will be determined in collaboration between the patient 
and therapist. 

 
You are required to pay the $42 cancellation fee prior to the start of your next scheduled 
visit.  Cancellation fees cannot be billed to insurance.   
 
In the event that you miss two (2) or more appointments, Inova Physical Therapy may 
place you on a same day schedule for appointments. 
 
If you need to cancel your appointment, please call or leave a message 24 hours in 
advance. Appointments are in high demand and your cancellation notice will give 
another person the opportunity to have access to timely care.  
 
 
 
Patient Name: _______________________ Date: ____________ 
 
 
Signature: ____________________________ 
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